
【Notice・Important】 
The duties of Personnel Affairs section  

during the period of the state of emergency declaration 
 

    The government has issued the state of emergency declaration recently, and we were just 
asked to refrain from going to OU for work unless urgent necessity. We would like to 
inform all members that all of you need to keep in mind regarding the duties of relating to 
personnel affairs.  

 
（１）The approval of work-time for April on the work management system. 

  The payment of salary to employees will be processed as scheduled regardless of under the 
state of emergency declaration. 

We would like to ask the head of laboratory or deans to complete the all approvals of 
work-time on the work time management system for April by 9a.m on 1st of May.  

  If it is delayed, the payments of salary to all OU members will be suspended.  
We would appreciate your understanding and cooperation. 

 
（２）”Authorizerʼs  assistant ”for the work management system 

Access to the work management system from outside the campus is restricted for the 
security purposes, therefore the head of laboratory or deans can designate any other staff 
who is working at the lab as an assistant for the authorization when the original authorizer 
is not available due to business trip etc. 
Please designate an assistant if working in shift during the period of the state of emergency 
situation, and complete the all approvals of work-time on the work time management 
system for April by 9a.m on 1st of May. 
Please contact personnel affairs when you designate the assistant, and they will set up the 
system.  
Please note that only full-time staff can be the assistant（e.g. Associate professor etc.）. 

 
（３）Management of the work-time for teleworking on the work management system  
Access to the work management system from outside the campus is restricted for security 
purposes, therefore, the head of laboratory or deans (faculty and staff have no permission) 
need to put the information regarding the teleworking on the system on behalf of those who 
are working from home.  
Specifically, the head of laboratory and deans need to make a confirmation of the details  
of work, the work-time and the result etc. between faculty and the head of laboratory or 



deans under the where they can get hold of each other, and then leave comments  
“He/She worked from home to take measures to stop the spread of COVID-19” in    
Authorizerʼs comment box on the system  

  Similarly, those who spend the part of the regular working hours for teleworking are not  
required to clock in and out, Please ask for the head of laboratory or deans to leave their 
comment. 
 Even in such case, regular working hours should not be exceeded (shall not be required to 
work overtime).  

 
（４）Other allowances 

  We are informing you that we have an information regarding other allowances from the 
personnel affairs division of the head office of OU. 

 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− 
  We will do our best not to be delay for the payment of other allowances, however, due to 

the number of recipients of commuting allowance has been greatly increased since April 
this year, the allowances for April might be paid a month later than planned.  If this 
delay happens we will give notice to all said OU members on pay slip for May. We would 
appreciate for your understanding. 

 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− 




